Low Energy Theorems are derived for the Compton-type scattering of combinations of the strangeness non-changing vector and axial vector currents. These are then used to obtain new Sum Rules for vN cross sections at Q 2 =0. § I. Introduction When Gerasimov, Drell and Hearn 1 > rescued the Compton Scattering Low Energy Theorem from the limbo of experimental inaccessibility by transforming it into a sum-rule they paved the way for a considerable revival of interest in Low Energy Theorems (L.E.T.s). New theorems were soon derived 2 ) for /the Compton-type scattering of an isovector current, which reproduced the CabbiboRadicati sum rule and lead to the Beg sumrule ; in addition there were many other extensions and generalizations including those to higher order 3 ) in e 2 , to higher target spin,
T.s). New theorems were soon derived
2 ) for /the Compton-type scattering of an isovector current, which reproduced the CabbiboRadicati sum rule and lead to the Beg sumrule ; in addition there were many other extensions and generalizations including those to higher order 3 ) in e 2 , to higher target spin, 4 ) and even to higher projectile spin 6 ) in theorems for gnivitons. However the possibility_ of deriving L.E.T.s for the Compton-type scattering of an axial current off a nucleon or a combination of axial and vector currents ( Fig. 1 ) seems to have been overlooked although certain L.E.T.s involving the axial current were obtained by Adler and Dothan. 6 ) In this paper we derive the set of such L.E.T.s and then use them to obtain new sum rules for the virtual W cross sections at Q 2 = 0 which are measured in neutrino-nucleon processes. In the next section we describe the method and illustrate it by briefly rederiving the VV theorem. Then in § 3 we derive the (VA+ A V) theorem and in § 4 the AA theorem. In § 5 we write down the full (V-A) + N ~ (V-A) + N theorem and obtain sum rules. Section 6 is a brief discussion. § 2. Method
The process illustrated in Fig. 1 may be described by a scattering tensor *> Based in part on work contained in a thesis submitted to the University of Sussex, October 1970.
MPv•
We will divide Mpv into three pieces
where M!orn consists of the nucleon Born terms, which are known explicitly, and MJ),ifl' is a non-singular tensor defined by the divergence equations
In a previous paper 7 ) we discussed this separation in a framework where the L.E. T. was established by finding zeros in helicity amplitudes. We showed that on account of its divergencelessness, longitudinal helicity amplitudes derived from The calculation of MJ),ifl' amounts to a calculation of the contribution to the transverse amplitudes of the non-Born part of the longitudinal amplitudes. Alternatively a proof that R""" = 0 (qq') may be given entirely within a field theoretic setting. Such proofs are in essence generalizations of the Compton Scattering L.E.T. derivation given by Jackiw 5 ) and may be summarized as follows:
Oq/ Oqv so that provided the double derivative exists at q = q' = 0, R"'" = 0 (qq'). Of course in this proof care must be taken in establishing the independent variables and in arriving at the necessary regularity properties of R"'v as a function of the components q' a'' q 13 • Though we feel that the helicity amplitudes derivation yields greater physical insight and possibly rests on a more rigorous foundation we will not pursue it fm;ther here but simply use the important conclusion that the transverse amplitudes for the Compton-type scattering of a spin one object are uniquely We start by re-deriving the VV theorem both for the sake of completeness (we shall need it later) and to illustrate the power of the method which is somewhat more efficient than the original method of Low.
8 l We use*l the fol-
where V/ (x) is one of the usual isotriplet of vector currents ( j is the 1-spin index). We work at q 2 = q'
where J"' = p,.' -p"' and "CJ are 1-spin matrices. The normalization Is such that [ri, ri] = ic.iilcrk and Ftv(O) = 1. Note that we will work throughout with the covariantized tensor M"'"' Thus there are non-covariant seagulls present which together with the retarded product yield a covariant tensor. The divergence of the seagulls is assumed to cancel with Schwinger terms coming from the equal time commutator. The necessary and sufficient condition for such a cancellation was shown by Gross and Jackiw 9 l to be no Schwinger terms in the time-time commutator.
(ii) and Similarly + u-channel term. and
(iv) Noting t = -2q · q' a solution for MJ!vitr can be read off
And then the full L.E.T. is (i)
and § 3. The VA theorem
We proceed similarly in this case
Provided seagulls cancel against Schwingers:
(ii) + u-channel term.
(3·5)
t(t))}ro
Ur and where
As yet the solution to the two divergence equations for M~iff is not obvious.
We must work on the form of Sv to make it so. From Eqs. (3 · 2) and (3 · 3)
we find (3 
with Pv = (p" + p/). Referring to Eq. (3 · 8) and setting q' = 0 we deduce
where each A, B, C, etc., is defined
The reader may note in passing that S" is now known to order 0 (qq') and this corresponds with the L.E. T. for photoproduction.
Let us now feed this form for S" into Eq. (3 · 8) and rewrite the equations M Diff for
where A"'= (fJAjfJq'·P)P"'+ (fJAjfJq·q')q"'+etc. and similarly forE"'
hA(t) +2q·q'q/hA}rou(p).
And now at last we can read off the solution
We make a couple of comments. Firstly concerning the uniqueness of M~iff, we note that by making the evaluation at q 2 = q' 2 = 0 M"tviff is only determined modulo terms of the form q/ X", Y~'q". However such terms do not contribute to the transverse amplitudes! In fact it is not difficult, but merely tedious, to evaluate M"tviff for general q 2 and q
12
, and the result for the transverse amplitudes is then found to be unchanged to order 0 [q
That it is sufficient to evaluate M"tviff at q 2 = q' 2 = 0 is suggested by the helicity amplitude discussion of a previous paper 7 ) and is borne out by this example. Secondly note that hA (t) is associated with pion pole diagrams and the formalism has compensated automatically for our neglecting to consider them explicitly. Such terms however cancel in our applications to transverse sum rules.
Next notice that by using P.C.A.C. in the form fJAj=Mm,.
(gA(O)/Ur(O))rcj
we deduce that which is just the pion photoproduction amplitude extrapolated to zero pion mass.
The amplitudes A·· ·D were defined to coincide with the C.G.L.N.
10
) amplitudes. Finally, to obtain the A V L.E.T., make the replacements Jl~V, q~-q', i~j. We thus obtain the L.E.T. for (VA+ A V). Keeping only those terms which contribute to the transverse amplitudes in the forward direction to lowest order we find (3 ·21) § 4. The AA theorem
In the case of the VA L.E.T. we were again able to write down the form for MJ!viff by inspection, albeit after a certain amount of manipulation. We were helped by the simplifying feature of the conserved vector current. In this case however we have not been able to write down MJ!viff from an inspection of its divergences. Instead we write down the most general form for MJ/viff, take its divergences and compare coefficients. There is a simplifying feature in this case too, which is the crossing symmetry under fJ.~V, i~j, q~ -q'. As a result of this symmetry we need only consider the divergences with respect to q/. We proceed as before in four steps.
The most general form for W" can be written
where x= iqa'(Ja/3q/3. crossing symmetry.
We use this form because it is useful for displaying the 
Setting q'=O in Eq. (4·7) we deduce 
M
We obtain for the !-symmetric case:
and for 1-antisymmetric:
with F 1 v (t) as in (2 · 9) . Hence for transverse photons
pv Cv=U p fj) f1.
-as gf"V- These can be seen rather clearly in this last step as commg in via the sigma term. § 5. The sum rules As a first step to obtaining the sum rules we write down the full L.E.T.
for the combination (VV-VA-A V + AA), including the Born terms, for forward scattering in the Lab frame. The amplitude S(v) is given by To obtain the sum rules we first note that the most general form for S(v) is with each fn(V) = {r 1 , ft}fn
In the lab frame this reduces to
For the present we assume that each fn (v) obeys an unsubtracted dispersion relation of the form
where fr Is the rth derivative. At the same time 
The notation should be completely clarified by
in Bjorken and Paschos.
)
We obtain thus the following sum rules:
Note that for example
and
similarly CA=C(r-P-'?7C-p) -C(r+P-'?7C+p),
with the factor 2 between these definitions and that of O'A accounted for by the fact that we use normalized charged states for the 7C± and r±.
Equation ( We have already remarked that the L.E.T., (5 ·1), is exact*) in terms of the functions Jl, an, A, etc., defined by the divergence of the scattering tensor, but that additional assumptions and approximation are needed to relate them to pion amplitudes. In obtaining the sum rules, (5·2), from the L.E.T. we assumed the functions fn (v) are analytic in the cut V-plane and that the integral of (1/v'")fn (v) round a circle at infinity vanishes (r= 1 for sum rules (i) rv (iv) and r=2 for the remainder). In general this last condition is unlikely to hold and the lefthand side of the sum rules, (5 · 2), should be thought to as a short hand for an integral of the cross section to a finite energy together with an integral round a circle of finite radius. If a Regge parametrization is made of the fn (v), the integral round the circle can be explicitly calculated and will yield a sum of fixed and moving pole residues (and possibly contributions from Regge cuts). The sum rule may then be thought of as a consistency equation on Regge and fixed pole residues.
On the other hand we note that the pomeron trajectory cannot contribute to any of the 1-spin antisymmetric amplitudes as there is 1-spin one exchange in the t-channel. Likewise the parity violating (VA+ A V) amplitudes do not receive a contribution from the pomeron since contributing trajectories have negative G-parity. Thus in the absence of fixed poles the sum-rules (v), (vii) and (viii) should hold without a subtraction as written. 2 ) = (0, 0, 0, 0), which appear on the right-hand side of the sum rules can in principle be estimated from nN elastic scattering data, photo pion production data (after suitable 1-spin rotations to extract the r:±-N~n± N data), and weak pion production data respectively. The virtual W cross sections appearing on the left-hand side of the sum rules can in principle be obtained from neutrino and antineutrino nucleon total cross sections 13 ) for the production of non-strange final states. The various cross sections (J L and (J R can be separated by varying the initial and final lepton energies. We should not give the impression, however, that this would be an easy task. Half the sum rules require polarized targets which lies beyond the limits of present techniques. Furthermore the data must be extrapolated to or evaluated near the point 0 2 = 0. In this region the longitudinal cross section will tend to dominate although as pointed out by Bjorken and and the quantity (6 L -GR) should be relatively easier to measure near Q 2 = 0 than (GL+ GR).
Finally we remark that if the recent suggestion 15 > that scaling holds right down to Q 2 = 0 should turn out to be correct for the electromagnetic interaction then these sum rules could help to test a similar hypothesis for the weak interaction. Cross sections could be measured away from Q 2 = 0 and then scaled down to Q 2 = 0 for insertion in the sum rules. For such a test the fact that the sum rules are valid at Q 2 = 0 becomes an advantage just because this experimental region is rather inaccessible .
